
Tee’s Carpet Cleaning Service & more 

FAQ Sheet 

 

 

How often should I get my carpets cleaned? 

We recommend that you get your carpets cleaned and treated every 3 months. That is 4 times 

a year. Dust, spills, debris, and hair fall onto and more than likely damage the carpet. From the 

surface your carpets may look clean, but the fibers of the carpet carry many germs, dust, and 

dirt. 

 

Pet and Odor Stains? Do you treat and remove those? 

Of course! If you have a pet, give us a call. We treat, remove, and diminish pet stains and odors. 

With our special treatment process, deodorizer, and scotch guard we can eliminate the stains 

within no time. Heavier stains may require a couple day process, but that will be included into 

one price. 

 

 

 

 



How long does it take the carpet / furniture to dry? 

After we clean your carpets, it generally takes 5-8 hours for the carpets to dry thoroughly. Keep 

in mind that the carpets will remain a little damp after we finish. At this point it is vulnerable to 

attracting the most dirt. We recommend slides, or flip flops when walking on the carpet after 

cleaning. Be very careful if you have hardwood and tile floors. Stepping on carpet, then onto 

the tile and hardwood surface can be slick. 

 

Do you move furniture? 

We are not movers! However, we will move smaller furniture such as: Coffee tables, light 

weight living room tables, smaller nightstands and so on. We will not move bed sets, TV sets & 

stands, Chester stands or dressers etc.  You must do your due diligence to move these before 

we arrive.  

 

How often should I get my floor waxed? 

To keep your flooring in great condition we recommend getting a floor wax every 6 months. A 

clean polish twice a year, will help your floors maintain their look and decrease internal 

deterioration. 

 

When is okay to walk on my floors after getting them waxed? 

After we wax your floors, standard dry time is at least 5 hours. This is to prevent any bubbles 

from arising in the wax as well as allowing the wax to dry smoothly across the entire surface.  

 


